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Wasatch Container Expands,
Diversifies Inside And Out
BY REBECCA RENDON

Salt Lake City based, Wasatch Container, continues to grow and diversify their product offering with an expansion of their existing plant, the
acquisition of a stock box company and purchasing a BW Papersystems MiniPro.

From left, Mark McGinnis of Inspire Automation; Jerry Frisch, President of
Wasatch Container; Seamues Ramos, Operations Manager at Wasatch Container and Ryan Jones, Plant Manager at Wasatch Container.

“In today’s climate, diversification is so important for companies.
This started as ‘Jerry’s dream of the future’ and has evolved into something that we feel is sustainable and different than what others in the
industry are doing,” says Jerry Frisch, owner of Wasatch Container.
With goals of expansion and diversifying their product offering, the
team at Wasatch Container took their time in researching box making
machines. With e-commerce and a niche customer base in mind, they
ultimately decided to purchased a new BW Papersystems MiniPro single pass flexo folder gluer, with die cut section. “This MiniPro is the first
of its kind on the West coast and has really opened doors for us here.
It’s a rocket ship,” says Frisch.
“We wanted a machine that would make small, trendy boxes to better serve the e-commerce market,” says Frisch. “The machine’s ability
to print three colors outside and one color inside is what peaked our
interest initially, but the ergonomics, safety, speed and BW’s ability to
install on a tight timeline is ultimately what led us to choose this particular machine,” explains Ryan Jones, Plant Manager at Wasatch.
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“Inside the box printing is that extra value
add that can separate you from your competition.” says Paul Stack, Regional Sales Manager for BW Papersystems. “Inside the box printing is already here and if you’re not talking to
your customers about it, you can bet that your
competitors are.”
BW Papersystems has also equipped this
machine with the patented Corrusleeve technology, allowing for quick changes as fast as
60 seconds or less, and avoiding the need to
open and close the printing line to change the
printing plate, in total safety for operators.
“My goal is to make a box that people enjoy opening, a sexy box!” says Frisch, speaking of the ever-popular e-commerce packaging strategy to enhance the “unboxing
experience.” This term describes the unique
strategy of using specially designed packaging to elicit feelings of anticipation and excitement when opening and receiving a package,
and leaving a lasting impression on the recipient. The “unboxing” trend is popular online,
being shared, posted and retweeted all over
social media. According to BW Papersystems,
“Nearly 4 in 10 consumers would post a picture to social media of an online order, if it arrived in unique, branded packaging.”
“Consumers have come to expect a trendy
and expensive looking boxx,” says Stack. “Inside printing can be used for so many purposes, even something as simple as return
instructions, recipes, a thank you or artwork.”
Frisch explained that much of his new business comes from customers wanting to use
their packaging as a tool to strengthen brand
awareness. “The Covid pandemic has really
changed ecommerce forever going forward.
It makes the box that much more important in
ecommerce, as its one of the few key touch
points in the value stream to convey a message or impress the consumer,” says Stack.
“We are able to provide our customers
with a unique and memorable packaging experience for any of their target markets, with
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POP displays, e-commerce packaging and retail ready displays. We do all of that now,” says Ryan Jones, plant manager of Wasatch Container.
“Our capabilities are nearly limitless,” says Jones. “We
provide our customers with full solutions that other plants
are unable to. Many times we get the jobs that others cant

This award winning design is an example of how Wasatch Container can create an ‘unboxing experience’ for the recipient.

or won’t do because of quantities are too low or quality
needed is too high but it’s our specialization and quality
that sets us apart from others,” says Jones.
Wasatch is able to cater to niche markets, like multi-level-marketing companies with their single pass MiniPro.
“This machine reduces costs, produces a tighter quality
and reduces the time to market. It’s really exactly what we
and our customers needed,” says Frisch.
Along with the installation of the new MiniPro, the plant
also put full automation in place and increased throughput
with the purchase of new conveyor and a specialty built
Systec double pit high-speed load former. “Mark McGinnis,
West Coast Sales Manager for Inspire Automation, came

new car saying, “When you have a nice car, you should
also have $3,000 worth of tires on that car.”
“We did it right, from the conveyor to the machines, we
did a first class install for what we had and we did it all in
four months. We just hoped like hell that it would work,”
says Jones.
“It’s serendipitous that it happened this way. We expanded the plant and then acquired a stock box company
(Box Essentials) a month later,” says Frisch.

Along with the new Minipro, Wasatch Container installed new
conveyor and a Systec double pit high speed load former.

Box Essentials produces more than 400 sizes of boxes
and runs orders from 1,000 pieces up to 10-15k and boast
less than a one day lead time on most orders. The company was acquired by Wasatch in June 2019 and is managed
by Lauren Frisch.
Wasatch also has a building less than a mile away that
produces award-winning custom foams and crates, further
diversifying the company and setting them apart form their
competition.

Jerry Frisch says diversification is crucial in today’s climate.

Wasatch Container’s single pass MiniPro allows the company
to reduce costs, improve quality and reduce time to market.

up with a great design and Inspire did a good job delivering on schedule,” says Jones.
“Companies make these investments in machinery and
they forget about the material handling. It’s the last thing
they think about. When you look at material handling systems, they don’t make you any money at all, but you have
to have them,” says Frisch. He compared it to buying a
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Aside from stock boxes, foams and crate, Wasatch also
offers full service in-house design services, truly making
themselves a one-stop-shop.
“The future looks great. Everything would really have
to collapse hard for us to fail,” says Frisch. “Especially in
today’s climate, diversification is crucial.”
“I keep thinking we were lucky how this all worked out,
but I think there’s more to luck. Luck doesn’t just happen.
You need to be prepared and jump when you spot the opportunity, that’s my definition of luck!” says Frisch.
Whether it was luck, opportunity, or a combination of
both, it seems that “Jerry’s dream of the future” is well underway.
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